
[អ#កស&' ស៖ *យ តុ.- អ#កផ1ល់បទស&' សន៍៖ 8 9ន សុង]  
[Interviewer: Tola Say. Interviewee: Bin Song]  

 
[00:00]  
 

ខP Q ំSតTវVប់េផ1XមសSមZល[បែន]មេទ^ត េដXម`ីដឹងc[េSបXdរfនេហXយឬi៉ងk។  
I have to improve it a little bit more in order to know whether it is playable or 
not.  
 
[េតស1 ] 
[Tests the instrument]  

 
[00:08-00:13]  
 
េហតុអx ីfនy[z{ ត់មិនេកXត? ខុសសេម~ងអx ី? េហតុអx ីfនy[z{ ត់មិនេកXត? 
Why is it unplayable? Why is it wrong?  
 

[េលងមិន�ន់េកXតេទ។  
It cannot be played yet.  

 
ខុសអx ី?  
What’s wrong?  
 

[េ�ចេង��ត។ [មិន�ន់fនល� ។ [េ�ចេង��ត។ 
It is still tight. It is not good yet. It is still tight.  

 
[01:43]  
 
េតX�ដងឹc[SតTវេ�យរេប^បk?  
How do you know whether it is right or not?  
 

ខP Q ំSតTវេមXលc[SតTវឬមិនSតTវ។  
I have to check whether it is right or not.  

 
[02:11]  
 

dលពីេដXម ខP Q ំេធx Xអង� �ចែដលតូចyងេនះ។  
Before, I made an Angkuoch that is smaller than this one.  

 
េហតុអx ីfនyេពលខ~ះ�េធx Xតូច និងេពលខ~ះ�េធx Xធំ?  
Why did you make it small? And sometimes why did you make it big?  
 

[េSសចែតនឹងចិត1ខP Q ំចង់េធx X។ [�� នពុម�េទ។ អង� �ចេនះមិន&នពុម�ដូចេគVក់េទ។  
It depended on my inclination. There is no standard way. The Angkuoch does 
not have a set mold.   

 
មិនែមន�េធx XតូចសS&ប់មនុស�Sសីេទ?  
Didn’t you make small ones for girls?  
 

fទ!  
Yes!  

 
cេម៉ច? 



What?  
 

fទ!  
Yes!  

 
�េធx Xអង� �ចតូចសS&ប់អ#កk?  
Who did you make the small Angkuoch for?  
 

ខP Q េំធx Xឱ�មនុស�Sសី។  
I made them for girls.  

 
[02:41]  
 
េហតុអx ីfនyមនុស�Sសីមិនចូលចិត1េលងអង� �ចធំ?  
Why didn’t girls like to play big Angkuoch?  
 

Sសីៗចូលចិត1dន់អង� �ចតូចៗ!  
Girls preferred to hold a small Angkuoch!  

 
េS¡ពី� េតX&នេក�ងៗkេចះេធx Xអង� �ចែដរឬេទ?  
Besides you, did you know any young people who knew how to make Angkuoch?  
 

អត់! 
No!  

 
�ំងពីេដXមមក?  
Earlier?  
 

�ំងពីេដXមមក មិន&នអ#កkេចះេធx Xេទ។  
Earlier, no one knew how to make it.  

 
េតXSគប់�# សុទ¤ែត¥ចេលងអង� �ច? ឬអ#កខ~ះទិញសS&ប់ែតខ§ �នឯង?  
Could everyone play Angkuoch? or did some people just buy one to keep it for 
themselves?  
 

អ#កkេលងក៏fនែដរ! អ#កkក៏z{ ត់fនែដរអង� �ចេនះ!  
Everybody could play it. Whoever could play Angkuoch!  

 
េតXេគប¬ រកម�សិទ¤fនែដរឬេទ? ឧ�ហរណ៍c [yរបស់ខP Q ំ េតXខP Q ំ
¥ចឱ��េលងfនែដរឬអត់?  
Could people change its ownership? For example, if one is mine, could I give it to 
you?  
 

fន�ងំអស់!  
All possible!  

 
cេម៉ច? 
What?  
 

[មិនែមនមិនfនេទ។ អ#កkចង់េលង ឬz{ ត់ េគ¥ចេលងfន។  
It is not prohibited. Whoever wanted to play, they could play.  

 
ឧ�ហរណ៍c [yរបស់ែដលខP Q ំទិញ េតXខP Q ំ¥ចឱ�អ#កេផ�ងfនេទ?  
For example, an Angkuoch belongs to me. Could I give it to someone else?  



 
fន!  
It is possible.  

 
អត់អីេទ?  
Does not matter?  
 

អត់អីេគ! 
What?  

 
េគមិនSបdន់េទ?  
Did people mind that?  
 

េគមិនSបdន់េទ។  
They would not mind.  

 
េបXរបស់េផ�ង េគ¥ច&នdរSបdន់។ ែតសS&ប់របស់េនះ េគមិនSបdន់េទ។ 
ឱ�ែតេចះz{ ត់!  
If it were other instruments, they might mind. But for this instrument, they 
would not mind. As long as one knows how to play.  

 
[04:11]  
 
េតX�កំពុងេមXលអx ីេនះ? េមXលែបបេនះេដXម`ីអx ី?  
What are you looking at? Why do you have to look at this?  
 

ខP Q ំមិន²យេឃXញ។ [i៉ប់។ ដូចេនះេហXយfនyខP Q ំនិiយc [ពិfក។  
I cannot see it easily. It is hard. That is why I said it is very difficult. It is tough.  

 
េមXលែបបេនះេដXម`ីអx ី?  
Why do you have to look at this?  
 

ខP Q ំេមXលSបេ´ងរបស់[។ Sបេ´ងរបស់អង� �ច! ខP Q ំេមXលcេតX[ប៉ុន�#  
ឬប៉ះSតង់kែដរឬអត់។ ខP Q ំេមXលមិនឱ�[ប៉ះ។ dលk[ប៉ះនឹងទូក 
[នឹងមិនលឺសេម~ងេទ។  
I am trying to look at the gap. The gap in the Angkuoch. I am checking 
whether it is the right balance or whether there is anything wrong. I am 
checking it to make sure that it is not touching the body. If it touches the 
body, it will not produce a sound.  

 
[េតស1 ] 
[Tests the instrument]  

 
[04:36- 04:48]  
 
ពិេ·ះឬេ�?  
Is it beautiful yet?  
 

[ពិេ·ះេហXយ ែតេពលែដលខP Q ំអត់េធ�ញែបបេនះ 
[មិនេiលេទេ�យ*រខP Q ំទប់[នឹង*ច់អ ¹̧ ញេធ�ញ។ 
អង� �ចេនះSតTវdរទល់នឹងេធ�ញ េទXបz{ ត់េºេiល។ [i៉ប់េទ^ត។  
It is beautiful now, but since I do not have teeth, it is not resonant because I 
am compressing the Angkuoch with my gums. This Angkuoch needs to be 
compressed with the teeth in order to produce a resonant sound. It is tough.  



 
េហXយកែន~ងេនះ ខP Q ំទុក[ឱ�ែវងែបបេនះ។  
And I keep this tail long like this.  

 
ទុកែបបេនះ?  
Keep it like this? 
 

fទ! ខP Q ំទុកែបបេនះ។  
Yes! I’ll keep it like this.  

 
�មិនdត់េទឬ?  
Won’t you cut it?  
 

អត់dត់េទ! 
I won’t cut it.  

 
េម៉ចអ¼¹ ឹង? 
Why not?  
 

ខP Q ំចង់ទុកែវងែបបេនះ។ េបXdត់ ខP Q ំdត់ែតបន1 ិចfន។ 
មិន¥ចdត់�ងំអស់fនេទ! េS½ះ[តូច និងខ~ ី! េពលេនះ ខP Q ំdត់កន¾ Qយរបស់[។  
I want to keep it long like this. If you want me to cut it, I could cut it a little bit. 
I cannot cut off all of it, because it is small and short. Now I am cutting off its 
tail.  

 
[05:44]  
 
dលពីេដXម េតX�ទុក[រេប^បេនះេទ?  
Did you keep it long like this before?  
 

ទុកែបបេនះឯង!  
I kept it long like this!  

 
េគទុកអ¼¹ ឹងែដរ?  
Did they use to keep it like this too?  
 

ពីេដXម េគទុកែវងyងេនះេទ^ត េS½ះេពលែដលអង� �ចfក់អk1 ត 
េគ¥ចរុញេºមុខfន។ េគរុញ[េºមុខ។  
Before, they kept it even longer than this one because when an Angkuoch 
broke, they could push its tail up a bit further. They pushed it up a bit further.  

 
សពxៃថÂេនះ មិន&នអ#កេធx Xឱ�[fក់េទ។ េគz{ ត់ម1ង&Ã ល។ dលពីេដXម 
េគz{ ត់.Â ចទល់ដល់Sពឹក។ េពលែដលេºេលងភូមិដៃទេទ^ត េគេដXរz{ ត់។ 
អងÅ QយSតង់kក៏z{ ត់! េលងឯkក៏z{ ត់! z{ ត់េSចXន!  
Nowadays no one breaks it. They rarely play it. Before, they played from the 
evening till the morning. When they went to other villages, they walked and 
played at the same time. They played wherever they sat. They could play 
wherever! Played a lot!  

 
z{ តអ់¼¹ ឹងរហូត?  
Played always?  
 

fទ! 
Yes!  



 
អ¼¹ ឹង&នន័យc មនុស�ជំÉន់មុនចូលចិត1ែញ៉រ�# kស់។ េតXពិតែដរឬេទ?  
So that means people in the past liked to flirt with each other a lot. Is that right?  
 

េគចូលចិត1ែញ៉រ�# នឹងអង� �ចេនះឯង។  
They liked to flirt with each other through the Angkuoch.  

 
ែញ៉ររហូត?  
Flirt always?  
 

េគចូលចិត1ែញ៉រ�# នឹងអង� �ចេនះឯង េ�យ*រមនុស�Sសីក៏េចះ 
េហXយមនុស�Sប Êសក៏េចះ។  
They liked to flirt with each other through the Angkuoch because girls knew 
how to play and men did too.  

 
[និiយេºdន់Sបពន¤ របស់�ត៖] 
[To his wife:] 

iយយកែដកËប!  
Yeay [old lady]! Give me a metal file please!  

 
េតX�បេSង�នឱ�មនុស�Sសីេចះែញ៉រ�# �មអង� �ចឬ? 
Did you teach girls to flirt through the Angkuoch?  
 

fទ!  
Yes!  

 
បេSង�នេគ?  
Taught them?  
 

ឱ�េចះនិiយ�# នឹងអង� �ច!  
To know how to communicate through Angkuoch!  

 
េតX�yអ#កបេSង�នពួកេគ? 
Did you teach them? 
 

េគេរ^នេ�យខ§ �នេគ។ យូរៗេº េគេរ^នេ�យខ§ �នេគ។  
They learned by themselves. Later on, they could learn by themselves.  

 
មុនដំបូង េតX�yអ#កបេSង�នែមនេទ?  
Did you teach them before?  
 

មុនដំបូង ខP Q ំបេSង�នcSតTវែបបេនះ ឬែបបេÉះ។ េគេរ^នេចះ។ បÉ{ ប់មក 
េគ¥ចនិiយេ�យខ§ �នឯងfន។  
At first, I taught them like this and like that. They could learn well. Then later, 
they could communicate through the Angkuoch by themselves.  

 
[7:11]  
 

ែដករk! ែដកៃដ!  
Metal hacksaw! hand hacksaw!  

 
េតXអង� �ចមួយ¥ចទុកfនប៉ុÉ� នË# ំ?  
How long should an Angkuoch last?  
 



អង� �ចមួយ?  
An Angkuoch?  

 
Vស!  
Yes!  
 

េបXកុំfក់អk1 ត [¥ចេSបXfនSបែហលដប់Ë# ំ។ កុំឱ�[fក់អk1 ត!  
If the lamella does not get broken, one can last about ten years. If the lamella 
does not get broken!  

 
[07:31]  
 
េតXSតTវេលងែបបkេដXម`ីកុំឱ�[fក់អk1 ត? 
What are the playing techniques that help the lamella not get broken?  
 

េដXម`ីកុំឱ�[fក់អk1 ត េយXងSតTវz{ ត់េ�យថ#ម។  
To make the lamella not get broken, we have to handle it with care.  

 
េបXអង� �ចេÉះេលងែលងេកXត េតXេគទុក ឬេfះេVល?  
When an Angkuoch is no longer playable, do people keep it or throw it away?  
 

fទ? 
What?   

 
េបXអង� �ចេÉះេលងែលងេកXត េតXេគទុក ឬេfះេVល?  
If an Angkuoch is no longer playable, do people keep it or throw it away?  
 

cេម៉ច?  
What?  

 
េបXអង� �ចេÉះេលងែលងេកXត!  
If an Angkuoch is no longer playable!  
 

េហតុអx ីfនyេលងមិនេកXត? ឱ�ែតេចះ [¥ចេលងេកXត!  
Why is it not playable? As long as you know how to play it, it will be playable.  

 
ចុះេបXអង� �ចេÉះេលងែលងេកXត? 
What if an Angkuoch is no longer playable?  
 

មិនែដលcេលងមិនេកXតឱ�ែតេចះ! 
How come that it is unplayable? 
  
[េសXច...!] ឱ�ែតេចះ េគេលងេកXត�ងំអស់!  
[Laughs…!] As long as they know how to play, they can play it.  

 
េតX�Ò~ ប់ជួសជុលអង� �ចេទពីមុន?  
Have you ever fixed an Angkuoch before?  
 

ជួសជុល? 
Fixed one?  

 
Vស! 
Yes!  
 



ជួសជុលេ�េពលែដល[fក់អk1 ត! េគជួសជុល និងេធx X[េទ^ត។ 
Fix it when the lamella gets broken! They can fix it.  

 
អ¼¹ ឹង�Ò~ ប់ជួសជុលែដរ? 
So you have ever fixed it?  
 

មិនែដលអត់!  
Why not!  

 
េតX�Ëប[េដXម`ីអx ីេទ^ត?  
Why are you filing it? What for?  
 

ខP Q ំËបកុំឱ�[មុតៃដ។ ខP Q ំសSមZល[កុំឱ�មុតៃដេពលែដលdន់។  
I am filing to make it smooth. I’m improving it to make it not cut the skin of 
the hand.  

 
មុតៃដ?  
Cut the skin of your hand?  
 

មុតៃដ! េបXមិនËបេទ [¥ចមុតៃដ។  
Cut your hand! If I do not file it, it can cut the skin.  

 
[09:25]  
 
េ�េពលែដល�េលងអង� �ច ឬេធx Xអង� �ច េតXេគគិតែបបk?  
What did people think when you made or played Angkuoch?  
 

គិតែបបk?  
What did they think?  

 
េ�េពលែដល�េលងអង� �ច េហXយេគលឺសេម~ង[ 
េតXេគគិតi៉ងkចំេ½ះសេម~ងអង� �ចេÉះ? 
What did people think when you played Angkuoch and they heard the sound?  
 

េគចង់*1 ប់ និងចង់លឺc[&នន័យi៉ងk? េពលែដល*1 ប់េº 
[&នន័យេ�កÔ QងេÉះ។ េហXយេពលេគចង់*1 ប់បទសន¾ ច  េគ*1 ប់ 
េហXយយល់c[សមរម�។ េគ·កំÔ Qងចំេkម�# េSចXន។  
They wanted to listen and understand the meaning of it. When they listened, 
they knew it had meanings in it. When they listened to a song called 
‘Santouch’, they listened and thought it was a nice song. They danced in a 
large group.  

 
េតXេគមិនខឹងឬស� ប់េទ? 
Did they like or dislike it?  
 

fទ?  
What?  

 
េពលែដល�េលងអង� �ច េតXេគមិនខឹងឬស� ប់េទ? 
When you played Angkuoch, did they feel angry or upset at you?  
 

េគមិនខឹងេទ។ អx ីេផ�ង េគ¥ចខឹង។ ែតសS&ប់អង� �ចេនះ េគមិនខឹងេទ 
េ�យ*រ[មិនថ~ង់។ [មិនថ~ង់ និងមិនគួរឱ�ធុញS�ន់។  



They did not feel angry. About other matters, they might get mad. But as for 
Angkuoch, they did not get mad because it was not noisy. It was not noisy or 
boring.  

 
&នន័យc េពលែដលមនុស�*1 ប់េº េគមិនថ~ង់។ េតXពិតែមនឬេទ?  
So when they listened to it, they did not say it was noisy. Is that right?  
 

fទ! អត់េចះហឹុង! អត់េចះថ~ង់!  
Yes! Not too loud! Not noisy!  

 
[Sបពន¤ របស់8 9ន សុង៖] 
 [Wife of BS:] 

[ពិេ·ះ*1 ប់!  
It sounded beautiful.  
 

[8 9ន សុង៖]  
[BS:] 

េគេចះែត*1 ប់។  
They liked to listen.  

 
េ�េពលែដលេគដងឹc �េចះេធx Xអង� �ច េតXេគគិតi៉ងkែដរ? 
What did people think when they knew you know how to make Angkuoch?  
 

េគឱ�ខP Q ំេធx Xឱ�េគ។ េគមកទិញ។  
They asked me to do it for them. They came to buy it.  

 
េគចូលចិត1ែដរ?  
Did they like it?  
 

fទ! េគចូលចិត1ែដរ។  
Yes! They liked it.  
 
[េតស1 …]  
[Tests the instrument…]  

 
[10:48]  
 

េ�យ*រអត់&នេធ�ញទប់ [មិន¥ចបេ¼¹ ញសេម~ងឱ�លឺ។  
Since I have no teeth, it cannot produce a sound well.  

 
េតX�េពញចិត1នឹងអង� �ចេនះឬេ�?  
Do you feel satisfied with this Angkuoch yet?  
 

fទ! េពញចិត1! ខP Q ំេពញចិត1នឹងអង� �ច 
េ�យ*រេ�លបំណងៃនdរេធx Xរបស់ខP Q ំគឺេធx Xi៉ងkកុំឱ�[fត់។  
Yes! Satisfied! I feel satisfied with this Angkuoch because my purpose in doing 
it is to make it not disappear.  

 
េពលែដលខP Q ំេធx X បងបÖ នកÔ QងSបេទសេយXង និងSបេទសេS¡¥ចេឃXញ។ 
ខP Q ំចង់ប²× ញc េ�កÔ QងSបេទសែខ� រ&នអង� �ចេនះ។ ែខ� រជំÉន់េដXម&នអង� �ច។ 
មូលេហតុេនះេហXយែដលជSម Êញឱ�ខP Q ំេធx X។ ពីេដXមខP Q ំc ខP Q ំមិនចង់េធx Xេទ 
េ�យ*រខP Q ំឈប់េធx XេហXយ។ ែតមÙ៉ងេទ^តខP Q ំគិតc ខP Q ំSតTវែតេធx X។  
Now that I’ve made it, local people and people abroad can see it. I want to 
show them that we have Angkuoch in Cambodia. Cambodian people in the 



past had Angkuoch. This is the reason that stimulated me to make it. Before I 
thought I did not want to make it, because it didn’t exist for a long time. But 
another thought of mine is that I have to make it.  

 
[11:45]  
 
�Ú~ ចfត់បង់ែដរ?  
Are you afraid to lose it?  
 

អ¼¹ ឹងេហXយfនyខP Q ំេធx X!មិនអ¼¹ ឹងេទ ខP Q ំមិនេធx Xេទ។ [េសXច...!] 
That is the reason I make it. If not for that, I would not make it. [ Laughs…!]  

 
Ú~ ចfត់?  
You’re afraid to lose?  
 

fទ? 
What?  

 
Ú~ ចfត់អង� �ចែមនេទ?  
Afraid to lose Angkuoch?  
 

Ú~ ចfត់!េពលែដលfត់បង់របស់េនះេº [នឹងមិន&នតេºេទ^ត។ [នឹងពិfក។  
Afraid to lose it! When it is lost, it will no longer exist. That will be tough.  

 
េហតុអx ីfនy[លឺ Sកឹកៗ ែបបេនះ? េហតុអx ីfនy[លឺែបបេនះ?  
Why does it sound ‘Krek’ ‘Krek’ like this? Why does it sound like this?  
 

េ�យ*រ[រ.ស់ែដកÚងមុខេនះ!  
Because it is vibrating here.  

 
េ�េពលែដល[រ.ស់ែបបេនះ េតX[ល� ឬមិនល� ? 
When it is vibrating like this, is it good or not?  
 

សេម~ងេនះ! អk1 តេនះមិនប៉ះទូកេទ^តេទ! េបX[ប៉ះ [នឹងមិនលឺែបបេនះ។  
This sound! This lamella is not touching the body anymore. If it touches, it 
would not sound like this.  

 
េតXអង� �ចេនះល�  ឬមិនល� ?  
Is this Angkuoch good or not yet?  
 

[ល� េហXយ។ [េSបXdរfនេហXយ។ [រចួ·ល់េហXយ។  
It is good. It is playable. It is done.  

 
[12:30]  
 
ែតខP Q ំចង់និiយc   េពលែដល�េធx Xអង� �ចេនះេហXយ 
េតX¥ចSfប់ពីសេម~ងអង� �ចេនះfនែដរឬេទ?  
But my meaning is that now that you’ve finished making this, could you describe the 
sound of it?  
 

សេម~ងអង� �ចេនះSតឹមSតTវេហXយ! ឱ�ែត&នេធ�ញ េគ¥ចេលង[fន! 
េបXមិន&នេធ�ញេទ េធx Xi៉ងេម៉ចដឹង? មិនដឹងេទ! ឥឡT វេនះ 
អង� �ច�ងំបីេនះលឺេហXយ។ [SតឹមSតTវ�ងំអស់េហXយ។ េបX&នេធ�ញ 
េគ¥ចz{ ត់លឺ�ងំអស់េហXយ។  



The sound of this Angkuoch is correct now. Only if people have teeth, can they 
play. If they do not have teeth, how can they play? I don’t know! Now all these 
three Angkuoch can produce a sound. They are correctly made. If the players 
have teeth, they all can produce a sound.  

 
[13:05]  
 
ខP Q ំសំុសួរ�ពីរឬបីសំណួរេទ^ត។ េ�េពលែដល�េលងអង� �ច 
េតXេគែតងែតប²× ញSបតិកម�i៉ងk? 
I would like to ask few more questions. When you played Angkuoch, how did people 
react?  
 

អត់&នប²× ញSបតិកម�អx ីេទ!dលkេគទិញអង� �ចខP Q ំេº េហXយz{ ត់�ល់ែតfក់ 
េគក៏យកមកឱ�ខP Q ំជួសជុល។ អត់&នប²× ញSបតិកម�អx ីេទ! េពលែដលេលងអង� �ចេនះ 
េគនឹងមិន&នេរÞងនឹងអ#កk។ េពលែដលេគz{ ត់េº [&នែតdរសបßយ។ 
េពលែដលឈប់z{ ត់ េគទុកកÔ Qងេ´េà៉េរ^ងខ§ �ន។ [េសXច..!]   
No reactions! When they bought an Angkuoch from me, they played until it 
broke. Then they brought it to me for fixing. No reactions! When they played 
Angkuoch, they did not have any arguments with others. When they played, 
they had only happiness. When they finished playing, they kept it in their 
pockets. [Laughs…!]  
 
េ�យ*រ[មិនេចះ�ស់ែទងនឹងអ#កk!  េពលែដលឈប់z{ ត់ 
េយXង¥ចេ´េà៉េរ^ងខ§ �ន។ 
It did not cause any argument with others! When we played at night, we could 
keep in our pockets.  

 
�ក់កÔ Qងេ´េà៉? 
Keep in the pockets?  
 

�ក់កÔ Qងេ´េà៉!  
Keep in the pockets!  

 
[14:05]  
 
េតXេគចូលចិត1េធ^បអង� �ចនឹងរបស់អx ីមួយេទ?  
Are there any expressions that people use when they talk about Angkuoch?  
 

អង� �ចេនះ...!េបXdលពីេក�ង  ខP Q ំSស.ញ់របស់េនះ។ ខP Q ំSស.ញ់េពញេបះដូង។  
Angkuoch… when I was young, I loved it very much. I loved it from the bottom 
of my heart.  

 
សS&ប់�? 
You?  
 

fទ! សS&ប់ខP Q ំ!  
Yes! me!  

 
Sស.ញ់ដូចេបះដូង? 
Loved it from your heart?  
 

[yែផ#កមួយៃនេបះដូងរបស់ខP Q ំ។ [yរបស់កូនែខ� រ!  
It is a part of my heart. It is made by Khmer people.  
 



dលពីេដXម Sសីៗេគយកអង� �ចេនះេºែដរ។ េពលែដលេគមិន&នអង� �ច 
េគមកសំុខP Q ំយកេºz{ ត់។ េពលែដលេគz{ ត់េហXយ េគយកមកវ áញ។ 
េនះសS&ប់អ#កែដលមិន&នSfក់ទិញ។ េពលែដលេគz{ ត់េហXយឬេរ^នz{ ត់េហXយ 
េគយកមកវ áញ។ េ�េពលេគេចះេហXយ េគVប់េផ1XមទិញេដXម`ីនិiយ�# ។  
Before, girls also liked to bring Angkuoch along. If they did not have an 
Angkuoch, they came to ask for one from me. When they finished playing it, 
they returned it to me. This was for those who did not have money to buy one. 
When they finished trying to play, they gave it back. When they knew how to 
do it, they bought one to communicate with each other.  

 
យកែញ៉រ�# !  
To flirt with others!  

 
[15:00]  
 
ែញ៉រyមួយ�? 
To flirt with you?  
 

ែញ៉រyមួយអ#កkក៏េ�យ! ឱ�ែតេគេចះ េគែញ៉រ�# ។  
They flirted with whoever! As long as people knew each other, they started to 
flirt each other.  

 
េតXេគែញ៉រyមួយមនុស�&# ក់ៗ ឬi៉ងk?  
Did a person flirt with only one other person? Or were there any others?  
 

េគែញ៉រyមួយមនុស�&# ក់ៗ។ េគែញ៉រyមួយៃដគូរបស់េគ។  
A person flirted with one other person only. They flirted with their partner.  

 
េហតុអx ីfនyេគyមួយមនុស�េSចXន?  
Why didn’t someone play to several people?  

 
េទ! េគែញ៉រyមួយៃដគូរបស់េគ។ [េសXច...!]  
No! They played only to their partner. [ Laughs…!]  

 
ខP Q ំ*� នែតេគែញ៉រម1ងដប់Éក់។  
I think they flirted with ten people at once.  
 

េទ! េគែញ៉រម1ងដប់Éក់i៉ងេម៉ចេកXត? [េសXច...!]  េគែញ៉រyមួយៃដគូរបស់េគ 
េដXម`ីឱ�េគដឹងលឺ។  
No! Why would one flirt with ten people at once? [Laughs…!] One only flirted 
with a partner to let the partner know.  

 
[15: 29]  
 

ែម៉ឪែដលដឹង? ែម៉ឪVស់ៗមិនែដលដឹងេទ! ពួក�ត់លឺែតសូររបស់អង� �ចេទ 
ែតពួក�ត់មិនយល់េទ។ េគេចះែតនិiយ៖ «អូនេអXយ!» «បងេអXយ!» «អ#កល� !» 
េគេចះ�ងំអស់។  
How could the parents know? They did not know. They only heard the sound 
of the Angkuoch but they did not understand. They liked to say: “Oun euy!” 
“Bong euy!” ”You are good”. They all knew.  

 
េរ^ប·បc់េគល� េទ^ត?  
They said that a player is good?  
 



មិនេរ^ប·ប់cេគល� េម៉ច! មិនcមិនេកXតេS½ះSសçញ់េគ! [េសXច...!] 
Why not! It’s not possible for someone not to compliment a girl’s beauty if one 
already loves her! [Laughs…!]   

 
cÉងល� �មអង� �ច?  
People said that one is good through the Angkuoch?  
 

c�មអង� �ចហ# ឹងេហXយ!  
Through the Angkuoch!  

 
អូហ៌!  
Oh!  
 

េគក៏cឱ�ខP Q ំ េហXយខP Q ំក៏cឱ�េគវ áញ។ និiយ�# លឺចßស់ែទង!  
She [girls] talked to me and I talked back to her. The communication was very 
clear.  

 
េពលែដលេគេលង េតX�*1 ប់fនែដរឬេទ?  
When she played, did you understand the meaning of that playing?  
 

ខP Q ំ*1 ប់fន�ងំអស់ ឱ�ែតខP Q ំលឺ។ ខP Q ំ*1 ប់fន ឱ�ែតេគេចះនិiយ។ 
េយXងនិiយអង� �ចែដកេ�យេSបXកេន~ Xត អk1 ត និង&ត់ផង។ 
េយXង¥ចនិiយេ�យេSបXែផ#ក�ងំបីេនះ។ កេន~ Xតក៏និiយfន! 
អk1 តក៏និiយfន! េហXយ&ត់ក៏និiយfន! ឱ�ែត&នេធ�ញz{ ត់។ 
[មិនែមនyអx ីេទ។  
I could understand as long as I heard it. I could listen as long as she spoke 
through it. We communicated through the Angkuoch using the uvula, tongue 
and mouth. We could communicate using these three elements. Uvula allowed 
us to speak. The tongue allowed us to speak and the mouth too. As long as 
one has teeth. It is just like that.  

 
[16:33]  
 
េតX�&នអ#ក*ê ល់អ#កkែដលទុកអង� �ចyពិេសសែដរឬេទ?  
Do you know anyone who keeps Angkuoch as a special thing?  

 
ខP Q ំមិនែដលដឹងេទ។ មិន&នេទ!  
I do not know. No more!   

 
េ�កÔ QងភូមខិP Q  ំេយXងមិន&នអ#កេធx Xេទ។ 
េហXយអ#កែដលយកចិត1ទុក�ក់SfកដSបyក៏មិន&នែដរ។ dលពីេដXម  
េយXង&នេSចXនkស់។ ែតសពxៃថÂេនះ [អស់េហXយ។ 
&នែតខP Q ំ&# ក់េទមួយេទែដលេ�។  
There was no man in my village who could make Angkuoch, and there is no 
person who pays attention to it now. Before, there were many. Now, no more. 
There is only me who survived.  

 
េតX�មិនទុកអង� �ចមួយyអនុសëវរ ìយ៍?  
Don’t you keep Angkuoch as a special thing for yourself?  
 

អត់េទ! កÔ Qងមួយឃំុ េយXងមិន&ន។ អត់&ន�ងំអស់! ខP Qមំិនែដលលឺc&នេទ។ 
េ�យ*រេហតុេនះេហXយ េទXប[ពិfក។ អ¼¹ ឹងេហXយ fនyខP Q ំនឹកេឃXញc*1 យ។ 
ដូេច#ះេហXយ ខP Q ំក៏សេSមចចិត1cេធx Xទុក។  



No! There is no one in this commune. Not at all. I have never heard about it. 
This is a reason why it is hard and why I feel regret. Hence, I decided to make 
this one. 

 
[17:19]  
 
េតXdរេធx Xអង� �ច&ន*រៈសំÚន់សS&ប់�ែដរឬេទ? 
Is making Angkuoch important to you?  
 

[&ន*រៈសំÚន់ខP Q ំ និងសS&ប់ជនyតិែខ� រ�ងំមូល។  
It is important for me and Cambodia as a whole nation.  

 
េហតុអx ី?  
Why?  
 

េហតុអx ី?េ�យ*រែត�ំងពីបុ·ណមក  េយXង&ន។ [&ន�ំងពីសម័យSពះមក។ 
េ&~ ះេហXយ េបXខP Q ំមិនេធx X [នឹងមិន&នអ#កkដឹង។ ដូចេនះ ខP Q ំSតTវេធx Xទុកកុំឱ�[fត់។ 
េនះy*រៈសំÚន់សS&ប់dរគិតរបស់ខP Q ំ។  
Why? Because it has existed since the past. We used to have it. It has existed 
since the Buddha’s era. Hence, if I do not make it, no one is able to do it. So I 
have to make it. It is very important in my opinion.  

 
េហតុអx ីVំfច់ឱ�េគដងឹ?  
Why is it important for other people to know about it?  
 

fទ?  
What?  

 
េហតុអx ីfនy�ចង់ឱ�េគដងឹ? េហតុអx ីfនy�ចង់ឱ�េគដងឹcែខ� រ&នរបស់េនះ?  
Why do you want other people to know about it? Why do you want other people to 
know that Cambodia has this instrument?  
 

េS½ះខP Q ំចង់ឱ�េគដឹងcែខ� រ&ន។ េបXមិនខP Q ំមិនfនដឹង េធx Xេម៉ចេទXបខP Q ំដឹងc 
ែខ� រ&នរបស់េនះ ឬរបស់េÉះ? ខP Q ំចង់ឱ�េគដឹង និងេឃXញyគSមT។ 
េពលែដលេគចង់េឃXញគSមT េយXង&នរបស់េនះyក់ែស1 ង។ េបXមិន&នអ#កេចះេធx X 
េគមិន¥ចលឺសេម~ងែបបេនះេទ។  
I want other people to know that we have this instrument. If I do not, how 
could I get to know that Khmer people had this or that? I want others to know 
and see it as an example. If they can see it as an example, then we have this 
instrument. If no one knows about it, people could not hear this kind of sound.  

 
[18:19]  
 

ឧ�ហរណ៍cកÔ Qងឃំុេនះ &នរបស់េនះែដរឬក៏អត់? កÔ QងភូមិេÉះ 
&នរបស់េÉះែដរឬក៏អត់? េបXមិន&នរបស់េនះ េគក៏មិនេឃXញែដរ។ 
េពលែដលេឃXញ េគមកថត េហXយអ#កដៃទនឹងfនេឃXញែដរ។  
For example, does this commune have this instrument or not? In that village, 
do they have that instrument or not? If there are none of these instruments, 
they are not able to see it. When they know about it and come to take 
footage, other people can see it too.  

 
អ¼¹ ឹងអង� �ចេនះSfប់ពីភូមិ*x យេចកែដរ? 
So this Angkuoch represents Svay Chek commune too?  

 



fទ! [Sfប់ពីឃំុ*x យេចកេនះ! ភូមិSពះេ�ថ�ីេនះ &នអ#កេចះេធx Xអង� �ចែដកេនះ។ 
េ�Sស Êកអងêរធំ! កÔ QងSស Êកអងêរធំ!  
Yes! It tells people about this Svay Chek commune. There is an Angkuoch 
[Daek] maker in Preah Kor Thmey village. It is in Angkor Thom district and 
Krong Angkor Thom.  
 
ដូចyអស់េ.កfនថតអង� �ចឬស�ីេ�កÔ QងភូមិេÉះ 
អ¼¹ ឹងេគដឹងcភូមិេÉះ&នអង� �ចឬស�ី!  
You all have seen Angkuoch Russey in another village, so other people might 
come to know that Angkuoch Russey is made in that village.  

 
�គិតc[សំÚន់ែដរឬេទ? 
Do you think it is important?  
 

[សំÚន់kស់សS&ប់dរផ�ពxផëយ! ផ�ពxផëយទូ�ងំSបេទស និងទូ�ងំេខត1!  
It is really important to promote it. Promote it all over the country and the 
provinces!  

 
ចុះទំេន^មទ&~ ប់ៃនdរេលងអង� �ចេនះ&ន*រៈសំÚន់ែដរឬេទ? 
Is the tradition of playing Angkuoch important to you?  
 

[&ន*រៈសំÚន់kស់ សS&ប់ឱ�េគ*1 ប់fន។ 
េហXយេបX&នទំនុកេរ^បេរ^ងផងេÉះ [រ ïតែត&ន*រៈសំÚន់។ [ល� េមXល។ 
ល� េមXលសS&ប់ែខ� រ! េS½ះែខ� រពីេដXម�� នសេម~ងឈូងËំងដូចសពxៃថÂេទ! េពលេÉះ 
ពួកេយXង�� នធុងfស់ដូចសពxៃថÂេទ។ ពួកេយXង&នែតសê រៃដ 
េហXយពួកេយXងេលងធម��។ េហតុេនះេហXយ អង� �ចេនះក៏&ន�ំងពីេពលេÉះមក។  
It is really important for others to listen. If there are lyrics, it would be even 
more important. It looks good. Looks good for Cambodians! Before we did not 
have loud speakers like nowadays. Before we did not have big speakers like 
nowadays. We only had skor [hand drums] and we simply played them. That is 
why Angkuoch has existed since then.  

 
[19:35]  
 
េពលែដលេលងអង� �ច េគមិន[យ�# េទ។ ែមនេទ?  
When they played Angkuoch, they did not fight each other. Is that right?  
 

េគមិនែដល[យ�# េទ េS½ះ[មិនdច*´វ។ របស់េនះមិនdច*´វេទ! 
របស់េនះគឺស§ តkស់!  
They did not fight because it is not a cruel instrument. This instrument is not 
cruel. It is very good-natured.  

 
របស់ស§ ត ឬមនុស�ស§ ត? 
Is it good-natured or is the person good-natured?  
 

មនុស�ស§ ត! [េសXច...!]  
The person is good-natured. [Laughs…!]   

 
របស់ក៏ស§ ត! មនុស�ក៏ស§ ត! [េសXច...!] 
That instrument is good-natured and the person is also good-natured. 
[Laughs…!]  

 
េតXគិតc[&ន*រៈសំÚន់ែដរេទ េបXមនុស�Sប ÊសSសីេលងអង� �ច?  
Do you think it is important for people to know how to make and play Angkuoch?  



 
fទ! េបXអ#កkមកេលងអង� �ចេនះ [ពិតy&ន*រៈសំÚន់kស់។ 
មនុស�ដឹងពីជនyតិ និងគុណបំkច់របស់ែខ� រ។ េបXេគមិនចង់ដឹងឬេឃXញេទ 
[នឹងមិន&នេទ។  
Yes! if someone wants to play Angkuoch, it is very important. Other people 
would come to know about the nationality and the merit of the Khmer people. 
If no-one is interested to play, it will no longer exist.  

 
គុណបំkច់អx ី? គុណបំkច់របស់ែខ� រជំÉន់មុន ឬi៉ងk?  
What merit? Merit of the Khmer people in the past or something else?  

 
ខP Q ំនឹកc ខP Q ំេធx Xកុំឱ�េយXងេភ~ចរបស់បុ·ណែខ� រេយXង។ ខP Q ំចង់ផ�ពxផëយ 
ែតខP Q ំេនះមិនសូវ&នប ð̧ យល់ប៉ុÉ� នេទ។ ខP Q ំេធx Xេº�មអx ីែដលខP Q ំេចះេទ។ 
[មិនេលXសេនះេទ។  
I think I make this instrument to ensure people do not forget our traditional 
instrument. I want to promote it but I am very smart - I make it based only on 
what I know. Nothing more than that.  

 
[20:55]  
 
េតX�សបßយចិត1េទេ�េពលែដលfនែចករñែលកែបបេនះ?  
Are you happy when you get to share this knowledge with other people?  
 

ខP Q ំសបßយចិត1kស់។ េបXខP Q ំមិនសបßយចិត1 ខP Q ំនឹងមិនេធx X[េទ។ ខP Q ំនឹកេឃXញc 
ខP Q ំេធx XេនះេដXម`ីវ áស័យរបស់ែខ� រេ�ែតបន1។ មិនឱ�[fត់បង់! 
េពលែដលfនេធx Xែបបេនះ ខP Q ំេSតកអរkស់។  
I am very happy. If I were not happy, I would not make it. I think I make it in 
order to keep it alive. To not let it be lost! When I can demonstrate [the 
making] like this, I am very excited.   

 
េSតកអរ?  
Excited?  
 

េSតកអរkស់! ខP Q ំ&ន¥រម�ណ៍*ទរyមួយ េS½ះខP Q ំនឹកេឃXញc 
Sក Êមអ#កS*វSyវនឹងរកëមិនឱ�[fត់។ េ�េពលែដលfត់ពីខP Q ំេº 
[េºkក៏េºចុះ។  
Extremely excited! I feel happy about this project because I think the research 
team will not let it be lost. If I lose it, it will be whatever it will be [unclear 
meaning].  

 
[21:28]  
 
េតX�សងòឹមcអង� �ចេºៃថÂមុខនឹងេºyi៉ងk?  
What do you hope for the Angkuoch in the future?  
 

ខP Q ំសងòឹមcៃថÂមុខេនះ Sក Êមែដលមកយកព័ត៌&នេនះ¥ចផ�ពxផëយទូលំទូ.យ។ 
ឱ�បងបÖ នដឹងអំពីជីវSបវត1 ិៃនអង� �ច!  
I hope that the research team will spread this information widely. To let other 
people know in more detail about Angkuoch!  

 
[21:58]  
 
ខP Q ំចង់ឱ��Sfប់ខP Q ំអំពីដំkក់dលៃនdរេធx Xអង� �ច។ 
េតXេយXងSតTវឆ~ងdត់ដំkក់dលអx ីខ~ ះ?  



I would like to ask you to describe the process of making Angkuoch. How many 
processes do you have to go through?  
 

ទS&ំែតfនអង� �ចមួយ េយXងSតTវឆ~ងdត់ដំkក់dលដូចyេធx Xទូក។ 
dរេធx Xទូកេនះចំkយរយៈេពលបីេ&៉ង។ �ំងពីVប់េផ1Xមេធx X  [SតTវdរេពលបីេ&៉ង។ 
To make an Angkuoch, I have go through processes like making the body of 
Angkuoch. It takes three hours. For the first stage of making, it takes three 
hours.  

 
េតX�េធx Xអx ីខ~ ះកÔ Qងបីេ&៉ងេÉះ?  
What are your activities in those three hours?  
 

េធx Xែតទូកេទ!  
Making an Angkuoch body only!  

 
អx ីខ~ ះ?  
What else?  
 

S�ន់ែត[យេទ! េពលែដល[យរចួេហXយ ខP Q ំSតTវdរËប។ 
dរËបេនះSតTវdរេពលពីរេ&៉ងេទ^ត។ សរុបមក [SតTវdរេពលSfំេ&៉ង។  
I just need to pound the metal! After pounding it, I need to file it. This filing 
process takes two more hours. In total, it takes five hours.  

 
[22:38]  
 
ចុះ�&នdរdត់ែដកេទ?  
Do you have to cut off a metal piece?  
 

សS&ប់dរdត់ែដក [SតTវdរេពលខ~ ីេទ។ SតឹមែតSfំÉទីគឺSគប់S�ន់េហXយ។ 
េពលែដល[យ [SតTវdរេពលបីេ&៉ង។ [យទូក! េពលែដល[យទូកេហXយ 
ខP Q ំSតTវdរËប[ឱ�េចញy·ងSជ Êង។ េហXយ[SតTវdរេពលពីេ&៉ងេទ^ត!  
To cut off a piece of metal, it takes only a short time. Five minutes is even 
enough. For the pounding process, it takes three hours. Pounding the body! 
After pounding the body, I need to file until it shows its angle. And that takes 
two more hours.  

 
េហតុអx ីfនy�Vំfច់េធx X[ឱ�េចញSជ Êង?  
Why do you want it to show its angle?  
 

fទ! េធx Xឱ�េចញបួនSជ Êង!  
Yes! Make it until it shows four angles.  

 
�SតTវេធx XបួនSជ Êង? 
Do you have to make four angles?  
 

fទ! បួនSជ Êង! ទូកSតTវេធx X[ឱ�េចញបួនSជ Êង! េពលែដលVប់េផ1XមËបកន¾ Qយ 
[SតTវdរេពលមួយេ&៉ងេទ^ត។ េពលែដលËបកន¾ Qយរចួ·ល់េហXយ ខP Q ំSតTវេធx Xអk1 ត។ 
ខP Q ំdត់ែដកេដXម`ីេធx Xអk1 តេនះ។ េSជ�កអk1 ត! េបXខP Q ំ&នម៉ូទ័រ [មិនសូវពិfកេទ។ 
ែតេពលែដល�ប់នឹងdំបិត [ពិfក។ ពីេដXមេឡXយ ខP Q ំែតងែត�ប់នឹងdំបិត។ 
[SតTវdរេពលយូរ។  
Yes! four angles! The body must show four angles. When I start to make a tail, 
it needs another hour. After filing its tail, I need to make the lamella. I cut a 
metal piece to make this lamella. Make the lamella from a small piece of metal! 



If I had an electric tool, it would not be so difficult. When I use a knife instead, 
it is hard. I used to always pound it with a knife. It takes longer.  

 
[23:53]  
 
យូរប៉ុkô ?  
How long?  
 

ជិតមួយេ&៉ងទS&ំែត�ប់fន!  
Around one hour!  

 
េពលែដលfនមកេហXយ ខP Q ំយកអk1 តមកËបជិតពីរេ&៉ងេទ^ត។ 
[SតTវdរេពលេSចXន។ [SតTវdរេពលមួយៃថÂ។ េបXខP Q ំVប់េផ1Xមពីេ&៉ងSfំពីរSពឹក 
�ល់ែតេ&៉ងSfំមួយ.Â ចេទXបរចួ·ល់។ fនែតអង� �ចមួយេទ!  
When I finish it, I need to file the lamella for almost two hours. It takes a lot of 
time. It takes one full day. If I start 7am in the morning, I can finish by 5pm. I 
could make one Angkuoch.  

 
េបXអ#កមិនតសូ៊ េគ¥ចចំkយេពលពីរេºបីៃថÂ។  
If a maker does not try hard, he would spend around two or three days.  

 
[24:29]  
 
េតX�ចូលចិត1េធx Xអង� �ចyមួយអ#កk? ឬេតXអ#កkែតងែតជួយ�េពលេធx Xអង� �ច?  
Who do you like to make Angkuoch with? Or is there anyone to help you when you 
make Angkuoch?  
 

fទ?  
What?  

 
េតXអ#កkែតងែតជួយ�េពលេធx Xអង� �ច?  
Does anyone help you when you make Angkuoch?  
 

អត់&នអ#កkេធx Xេទ! �� នអ#កkេចះេធx X!&នែតខP Q ំេទែដលេចះេធx Xអង� �ច!  
No. No one makes Angkuoch. Only me.  

 
ចុះiយជួយហុចdំបិតឬពូេöែដរឬអត?់  
Does your wife help to hand you a knife or axe?  
 

iយS�ន់ែតហុចេនះ ឬហុចេÉះេទ! �ត់មិនេចះេធx Xេទ។ 
Sប Êសៗខ~ះក៏មិនេចះេធx Xែដរ។  
She helps to hand me this or that. She does not know how to make it. Some 
men do not know how to make it either.  

 
[24:59] 
 
·ល់ដង េតX�ចូលចិត1េធx Xអង� �ចេ�កែន~ងk? 
Normally, where do you like to make Angkuoch?  
 

fទ?  
What?  

 
·ល់ដង េតX�ចូលចិត1េធx Xអង� �ចេ�កែន~ងk? 
Normally, where do you like to make Angkuoch?  



 
dលពីេដXម ខP Q ំេធx Xែតេ�ផ{ះ។  
Before I always made them at home.  

 
ចុះពីេដXម េតX�ចូលចិត1េលងអង� �ចេ�កែន~ងkខ~ះ?  
Where did you like to play Angkuoch before?  
 

ពីេដXម ខP Q ំេលងអង� �ចេ�កែន~ងេSចXនkស់។ ខP Q ំេលងេ��មវត1។ សូម`ីែតអងêរ 
ក៏ខP Q ំចូលចិត1េºz{ ត់ែដរ។ េពលខP Q ំេºេលងអងêរម1ងៗ ដូចyេពលចូលË# ំyេដXម! 
េ�វត1! េ�ផ{ះ! និងេ��មភូមិ! េពលែដលខP Q ំេដXរេលង�មភូមិ ខP Q ំែតងែតេលង។ 
េពលែដលខP Q ំេដXរេលង�មភូមិËÂ យៗ!  
កÔ Qងពធិបីុណ�ចូលË# ំបីៃថÂ េពលែដលេគ&នពិធីSសង់Sពះ 
េយXងÒ~ ប់&នមនុស�េលងេSចXនkស់។ ខP Q ំែតងែតេºេលងេ�ភូមិជប់�S�វ។ 
ខP Q ំេºេលងSសង់Sពះេ�ទីេÉះ េS½ះ&នមនុស�yេSចXនេចះេលងែដរ។ េគេចះេSចXន។  
Before I liked to play Angkuoch at many places. I played at the pagoda. I liked 
to play at Angkor temple as well - every time I visited Angkor, like during 
Khmer New Year… At the pagoda, at home or in the village. When I visited 
other villages, I always played too. When I visited other villages far away!  

 
[25:56]  
 
ភូមិអី? 
What villages?  
 

ភូមិជប់�S�វ! [េ�ËÂ យkស់។ ឃំុ½ក់ែស# ង!  
Chup Ta Trav village! It was very far. In Peak Snaeng commune!  
 
dលពីេដXម េគេចះេលងអង� �ចSគប់ែតឃំុ។ េគ&នេSចXនkស់dលពីេដXម។  
Before they played Angkuoch in every commune. There were a lot before.  

 
ពីេដXមេÉះ សម័យអx ីែដរ? សម័យទសវត�៦០? 
What era was that? 1960s?  
 

fទ?  
What?  

 
ពីេដXមេÉះ សម័យអx ីែដរ? 
What era was that?  
 

Ë# ំ១៩៦០! �ំងពី១៩៥៧ រហូតមក េហXយ[fត់កÔ Qងសម័យ១៩៧០។ អស់េº!  
In the 1960s! Since 1957 onward! And it disappeared in 1970. All gone.  

 
ឈប់z{ ត់Ë# ំ១៩៧០?  
People stopped playing in 1970?  
 

fទ!fត់អស់េហXយ! អx ីក៏fត់ែដរ! fត់វប`ធម៍ែខ� រ�ងំអស់ 
េS½ះេយXងfនfត់*សÉេºេហXយ!  េគរñ.យ*សÉេទXប[fត់។  
Yes! All gone. All lost. We lost all our cultures because we lost our religion. 
They destroyed religion.  

 
សម័យអx ី?  
In what period?  
 

សម័យែខ� រSកហម! សម័យប៉ុល ពត!  



In the Khmer Rouge regime! Pol Pot period!  
 
េតX�ចូលចិត1គូសស ð̧ អx ីេលXអង� �ចេដXម`ីឱ�េគ*ê ល់េទ?  
Do you like to make special motifs on your Angkuoch?  
 

ខP Q ំមិន�ក់អx ីេទ។ េធx Xែតប៉ុណô ឹង!  
I did not make any special motif. Just only this!  

 
េតX�មិនគូសអx ីេទ^តេទ?  
Don’t you draw more?  
 

អត់េទ! មិនេធx Xអx ីេទ^តេទ!  
No! I don’t do more!  

 
�ំងពីេដXមមកែបបេនះែដរ?  
What about earlier?  
 

�ំងពីេដXមមក ខP Q ំេធx Xែតអ¼¹ ឹង។ ខP Q ំមិនែដល�ក់អx ីេទ។  
I did it like this earlier too. I have never put anything more than this.  

 
េតX�េធx Xអង� �ចដូចៗ�# ?  
Do you always make the same kind of Angkuoch?  
 

េធx Xដូចៗ�# !ែតេពលខP Q ំេឃXញអង� �ចេនះ�មរយៈរបូថត ខP Q*ំកេធx Xពិេ*ធេមXល។ 
ពីមុន ខP Q ំមិនែដលេធx Xេទ។ ម�ិលមិញ ខP Q ំេរ^នេធx X។  
The same! When I saw a picture of Angkuoch, I tried to make it like that. I 
never did that before. I tried to make it yesterday.  

 
[27:45]  
 
�េធx Xអង� �ចេនះធំផង និងតូចផង។ ែមនឬអត់?  
You make both small and big Angkuoch. Is that right?  
 

េធx Xតូចក៏fន! េធx Xធំក៏fន! [មិន&នពុម�េទ។ េបXខP Q ំចង់េធx Xតូច ឬធំyងេនះ 
ខP Q¥ំចេធx Xfន។ េSសចែតេគេSបX!  
I can do both. There’s no set form. If I want to make it smaller or bigger, I can 
do so. It depends on what the players like.  

 
þគេSចXន េតX�េធx Xអង� �ចតូចសS&ប់អ#កk?  
Normally, who would you make small ones for?  

 
ខP Q ំេធx Xតូចyងេនះេទ^តក៏&ន។ ខP Q ំេធx XSបែវងេនះ។ េពលែដលេប^មេº 
ខP Q ំេSបXែតៃដមួយសS&ប់េលង េហXយៃដមួយេទ^ត ខP Q ំេលXកៃដេឡXង·។ំ 
េនះydរz{ ត់ពីេដXមេពលែដលេធ�ញរ ïង។ ខP Q ំេប^ម េហXយz{ ត់េ�យមិនfច់dន់េទ។ 
ពីេដXម!  
I even made a smaller Angkuoch than this one. I made it this length. When I 
put in my mouth, I used one hand to play and anther to dance. This was when 
my teeth were good. I put in my mouth and played holding it. Before!  

 
[28:26 – END] 
 


